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Cosmic Visions Dark Energy

Charge:  collect & coordinate ideas from HEP community on: 
Enhancements to current program in Dark Energy, eg. DESI & LSST 
Motivation & Science reach of Future projects, beyond LSST  
Explore technology & instrumentation R&D relevant to such projects

Committee:   
Scott Dodelson (Chair), Katrin Heitmann, Chris Hirata, Klaus Honscheid, 
Aaron Roodman, Uros Seljak, Anze Slosar, Mark Trodden 

White Papers:  
Programmatics 
Science reach: Dark Energy, neutrino mass, gravity arXiv:1604.07626 
Technology & instrumentation R&D arXiv:1604.07821

Workshops:  
BNL October 2015 
FNAL November 2015 
SLAC November 2015 
Future Surveys - Chicago September 2016

https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.07626
https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.07821
https://indico.bnl.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=1406
http://www.apple.com
https://indico.fnal.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=10842
https://kicp-workshops.uchicago.edu/FutureSurveys/
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Dark Energy beyond LSST & DESI

Katrin Heitmann, Los Alamos National Laboratory Benasque Cosmology Workshop, August 2010

Cosmic Visions: Dark Energy Science

(B) Even after DESI and LSST, there will be  a lot of information left in the sky 

(B*) But don’t forget, we haven’t built any Stage IV experiment yet 

arXiv: 1604.07626

Much more information is contained in the observable Universe 
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Current Roadmap for Cosmic Surveys

Katrin Heitmann, Los Alamos National Laboratory Benasque Cosmology Workshop, August 2010

Our Current Roadmap for Cosmic Surveys
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Figure 1. A timeline of Stage III and Stage IV dark energy experiments – photometric and spectroscopic
– in which US scientists are playing an important or leading role. Most of the projects are ground-based with
either US leadership (BOSS, DES, HETDEX, eBOSS, DESI, LSST) or active participation (HSC, PFS).
The two space missions are Euclid, led by the ESA with a NASA-sponsored team of US participants, and
WFIRST, led by NASA.

of spectroscopic redshift measurements can enhance the dark energy constraints from LSST compared to
its baseline capabilities [12]. Finally, new instrumental capabilities – e.g., methods that suppress flux from
emission lines from the night sky, which are much brighter than distant galaxies at infrared wavelengths,
or new detector technologies that would measure photon energy rather than just quantity – could enable
powerful new dark energy experiments to be conducted at reduced costs. Modest investments in these
avenues may yield large potential payo↵s in the future.

The following sub-sections summarize the physical probes and measurements that speak to dark energy
science. Each of these approaches is detailed further in a separate document [13, 14, 11, 15]. Taken together,
these measurements and the projects that enable them constitute an all-out attack on the problem of cosmic
acceleration. The program planned over the coming decade guarantees continuing US leadership in this field.

2.1 Distances

The relationship between the redshift and distance of an object is one of the primary tests of the expansion
history of the Universe, and therefore played a key role in the discovery of the accelerating Universe. The
simple graph of the distance scale of the Universe as a function of redshift, indicating the evidence for
cosmic acceleration, has become an iconic plot in the physical sciences. The data for this plot so far
come from measurements of Type Ia supernovae and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and these will
be the sources of streams of data in coming years. DES and LSST will provide an essentially limitless
supply of supernova, thousands, then hundreds of thousands. The DES collaboration and LSST-DESC
will coordinate the spectroscopic classification of a fraction of these objects. The challenge is to make
measurements thoroughly enough to mitigate systematic problems, especially those that depend on redshift.
Detailed studies of nearby supernovae are beginning to provide clues for how to do this. Much would be

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

A new project cannot be incremental!
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Possible Future Survey Projects

Cosmic'Visions:'Dark'Energy

SSSI
DESIc2

Low'Resolution'Spectroscopy
21'cm

Billion'Object'Apparatus

All'these'ideas'will'be'discussed'at'the'workshopK. Honscheid summary slide
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Technology R&D: Grand Challenges?

Ideal optical/NIR photon sensors? 
Wavelength (Resolution?: 6-100) 
Time (msec or better resolution) 
Single Photon detection

State of the art Optical/NIR sensors 
Photon counting, with few electron level noise 
Pixel size matched to PSF 
Very Large F.O.V. possible 
High Q.E. 
Wide wavelength band 
Excellent cosmetics
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Technology R&D: Sensors with Wavelength Sensitivity

MKIDs

B Mazin
22

Mazin at al 2013.(arXiv:1306.4674)
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 lab data the UCSB group has done 
huge progress. Now we 
need to invest more 
resources to make then 
viable for Dark Energy.
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Technology R&D: Sensors with Wavelength 

6

Recently, the SLAC instrumentation group working at the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility developed a
proof-of-principle multiband CCD, consisting of semiconductor-on-insulator substrates and multiple device
layers. This sensor builds on the 3D Silicon sensor R&D conducted for a highly radiation resistant Silicon
tracking device. This initial demonstration device consists of a single pixel three-layer device fabricated by
direct wafer bonding and precision grinding. A schematic of the device and the simulated quantum e�ciency
per band are shown in Figure 1. The fabricated device successfully demonstrated multi-band light collection
and charge extraction. One interesting feature of this R&D e↵ort is that the QE per layer is dependent on
both the Silicon absorption and substantial interference at the layer boundaries, which could conceivably be
exploited to yield more uniform and well separated bands. Still, these devices will require substantial e↵ort
to yield sensors suitable for astronomical images.

Figure 1. Multi-band CCD schematic (left) and simulated quantum e�ciency per layer (right)

2.5 MKIDs

Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs) are an emerging new detector technology for imaging,
photon counting, and low resolution spectroscopy. MKIDs count single photons and measure their energy
without read noise or dark current, and with nearly perfect cosmic ray rejection. Their usefulness for astro-
nomical instrumentation has been demonstrated in over 30 observing nights with the ARCONS instrument
on the Palomar 200 and the Lick 120 telescopes.

MKIDs work on the principle that incident photons change the surface impedance of a superconductor
through the kinetic inductance e↵ect, see Figure 2. The kinetic inductance e↵ect occurs because energy can
be stored in the supercurrent (the flow of Cooper Pairs) of a superconductor. Reversing the direction of the
supercurrent requires extracting the kinetic energy stored in it, which yields an extra inductance term in
addition to the familiar geometric inductance. The magnitude of the change in surface impedance depends on
the number of Cooper Pairs broken by incident photons, and hence is proportional to the amount of energy
deposited in the superconductor. This change can be accurately measured by placing a superconducting
inductor in a lithographed resonator.

A microwave probe signal is tuned to the resonant frequency of the resonator, and any photons that are
absorbed in the inductor will imprint their signature as changes in phase and amplitude of this probe signal.
Since the quality factor Q of the resonators is high and their transmission o↵ resonance is nearly perfect,
multiplexing can be accomplished by tuning each pixel to a di↵erent resonant frequency with lithography
during device fabrication. A comb of probe signals is sent into the device, and room temperature electronics
recover the changes in amplitude and phase. MKIDs have the potential of reaching spectral resolution of
R ⇠ 100 in the blue edge of the visible spectrum; the current performance achieved in these sensors is
R ⇠ 15. Significant R&D is needed to improve this performance.

Cosmic Visions: Dark Energy

Multi-Band CCDs

C. E. Chang

Conclusion 

• Multi-layer SOI CCD design 
– Optical and sense node designs 
– First experiment demo 

• Future work 
– Charge transfer 
– Multi-layer dielectric 
– Performance analysis 

• Full well, linearity, CDS, noise 
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Technology R&D: IR Spectroscopy

Optical Ring Resonators: Notch Filters

2 

How do Ring Resonators Work? 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Silicon ring and 
waveguides 
fabricated at 
Argonne 

Simulation of electric field 
inside ring at resonance 

SEM pic: 3um scale 
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How do Ring Resonators Work? 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Silicon ring and 
waveguides 
fabricated at 
Argonne 

Simulation of electric field 
inside ring at resonance 

SEM pic: 3um scale 
S. Kuhlmann
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Need a series of rings with suppression like 
this tuned to the sky wavelengths.             
This resonator fabricated at Argonne’s 
Center for Nanoscale Materials. 

Steve Kuhlmann,  Hal Spinka,  Dave Underwood (ANL/HEP),      
Simon Ellis,  Kyler Kuehn (AAO),  Guohua Wei, Nathaniel Stern (Northwestern),  

Leo Ocola, Dave Czaplewski, Ralu Divan, Suzanne Miller  (ANL/CNM) 

Optical Ring Resonator Notch Filter Development 
 
 
    

Greatly reduce sky background in near-infrared 
due to OH molecule emission with scalable and 
inexpensive technology  ($200 chip) 

2 Current Instrumentation and Detector R&D for Future Dark Energy Experiments 9

which is directly transferrable to this field. Second, the data-rate from these instruments is extremely large
and therefore well matched to the high throughput computing expertise that has been developed to support
HEP experiments. These set of challenges also o↵er an excellent opportunity to collaborate with other o�ces,
e.g. ASCR.

2.7 Ring Resonators

The current state-of-the-art instrument for SN Type Ia cosmology is the Dark Energy Survey which will
record 3k supernovae. The LSST will record ⇠50k supernovae in its deep-drilling fields and with its
improved calibration systems will reduce the dominant systematic uncertainty significantly. However, the
next largest expected uncertainty, due to host galaxy dust obscuring the supernova brightness, will become
a limiting factor and the LSST instrument is not a significant improvement in addressing this. Follow-up
measurements in the near-infrared are crucial to reduce the dust systematic uncertainty. In addition, recent
measurements have shown that a single rest-frame measurement in the near-infrared provides an excellent
standard candle. Ground-based astronomy in the near-infrared region is plagued by the emission lines of
the hydroxyl molecule OH in Earth’s upper atmosphere. Figure 3 shows spectra of the optical and NIR
wavelengths; on the left a supernova spectrum at redshift z = 0.5 is compared to the sky background spectra
(black spikes), on the right the same comparison is made with a supernova at redshift z = 1.4.

The spikes are actually a collection of ⇠1000 narrow doublets, with doublet separation of 0.1-0.2 nm, and
clean spaces of 5-10 nm between the spikes. In order to reach the same signal-to-noise level in the NIR
as in the optical, one has to integrate 1800 times longer due to the larger (spikes) background. A group
at Argonne National Laboratory has started to investigate the use of ring resonator filters, commonly used
in telecommunications, to surgically suppress the narrow lines, while maintaining good e�ciency for the
remaining wavelengths. These filters would be inserted on the optical fibers that run from the imaging focal
plane of a telescope to a NIR spectrograph.

Figure 3. Spectra of the optical and NIR wavelengths; a supernova spectrum at redshift z = 0.5 (left) is
compared to the sky background spectra (black spikes), the same comparison is made with a supernova at
redshift z = 1.4 (right)

Cosmic Visions: Dark Energy

Sky Background from OH molecule emission  

Need x1800 Longer Exposures in H band (NIR) than Optical (8.2 mags worse)           

for Same Signal-to-Noise (SNR) 
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ZOOM 1600nm 

Background are 

spikes ~0.1nm wide 

separated by ~5nm    
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Technology R&D: IR Spectroscopy

Germanium CCDsGe#CCD#R&D##########(thanks#to#Chris#Leitz,#Lincoln#Labs)
• Strong%absorption%from%UV%through%short7wave%infrared%(SWIR)

• Recent%advances%in%Germanium%process%technology%enables%fabrication%of%
large,%high%quality%devices

• 200%mm%wafers%available%(larger%than%for%other%SWIR%technologies)
• Relatively%high%dark%current%due%to%high%intrinsic%carrier%concentration
Requires%cooling%(goal%400%e7/pixel/s)

Beyond DESI: instrument upgrade
Ge CCD detectors are in development

• Most fabrication steps identical to silicon CCDs
• Final processing would be at labs
• Readout systems would be identical to CCDs
• Better than HgCd detectors because thermal photons rejected

SiO2 insulation grown at 950C 
Germanium melts at 937C

Overlapping polysilicon gate electrodes

K Honscheid 
D Schlegel

Ge,CCDs," 7
CWL,9/17/15

Germanium%CCD%Roadmap

Metric 2016%Goal

Frame Rate 4%fps

Read Noise 10%e7

QE >%60%%(40071600%nm)

Well%capacity >%100%ke7

Features • TDI%/%Pushbroomeasily
implemented
• On7chip binning%w/o%read%noise%
penalty

Increase%format%as%high%charge7
transfer%efficiency%and%uniformity%

realized.

2016:%512%× 512 2017:%1k%× 1k 2019:%2k%× 2k

C.,Leitz
Lincoln,Labs
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Technology R&D: 21cm

HERA-240 has been funded 
Seeking additional funding for full build-out to 350 and extension to 50 MHz 
First array of 37 antennas undergoing commissioning 

HERA

Dark Energy: CHIME, HIRAX

CHIME

Proposed

SKA-Low SKA-Mid
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Technology R&D: 21cm

Challenges of Low-Frequency Radio Astronomy!

•  Sky noise!

•  Foregrounds!

•  RFI!

•  Ionospheric fluctuations!

•  Calibration difficult!

Require high speed computation to address – starting to be affordable only now!
Instrument design must incorporate calibration requirements!

J Hewitt
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Technology R&D: 21cm

  

Survey telescopes

Tingay et al. (2013)

Better!

Instantaneous FOV [deg2]
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Technology R&D Comments

My own comments and opinions: 

MKIDs are an exciting possibility, but will the pixel count 
and spectral resolution needed for a Stage V project be 
reached? 
Novel technology like Ring resonators could be very 
valuable in more targeted instruments 
Ambitious, highly multiplexed spectroscopic project may 
require some new technologies: eg. micro-shutters, 
Germanium CCDs, etc. 
21cm? 

SKA Phase II - $$$ 
can advances in electronics/computer reduce cost?


